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It is shown that the photothermomagnetic emf in a semimetal in which weakly damped 
monochromatic UHF waves have been excited oscillates on when the magnetic field is 
varied, owing to interference in the sample. At a certain field strength, the oscillating 
emf passes through zero and reverses sign, which now corresponds to greater heating 
of the real (non-irradiated) surface of the sample as compared to the heating of the 
irradiated surface. The mean value about which the emf oscillates decreases as the 
field strength increases and also reverses sign. With decrease of sample thickness, 
the oscillation amplitude and the negative emf values attained both increase. The 
theory can explain the results of the experiments of Khaikin and YakubovskiI.[lJ 

The source in the heat conduction equation is equal to 
the power U(x) of the UHF field absorbed per unit 
volume. On the boundaries of the sample, 

If a conductor located in a magnetic field absorbs 
UHF radiation and a gradient develops in the tempera
ture of its electrons or its electrons and phonons in a 
direction normal to the field, then a photo-emf appears 
in the conductor, similar to the transverse Nernst
Ettingshausen thermomagnetic emf. The constant elec
tric field (in an open circuited sample) is proportional 
to the temperature difference between the irradiated 
and opposite faces of the sample: 

wx(l,) =yoT(lx), wx(O) = -yIlT(O), (4) 

E, = -a,x[T(O) - T(lx)) n. (1) 

In the deri vation of (1) it is assumed that the tempera
ture depends only on the x coordinate in the direction 
of incidence of the radiation (here Ey does not depend 
on x), the magnetic field is parallel to the Oz axis, and 
lx is the thickness of the sample. Usually it is assumed 
that T( 0) > T( lx) and the sign of the effect is deter
mined only by the sign of a yx. Thus we actually have 
a situation in which the radiation is strongly damped in 
the sample. It is shown below that if weakly damped 
monochromatic waves are excited in a semiconductor, 
the difference in the temperatures of the surfaces of 
the sample, and hence the photothermomagnetic emf, 
is opposite in sign to the difference for strong damping 
of the wave (the sign of a yx is assumed to be unchanged). 
For definiteness, we consider magneto plasma (MP) 
waves in Bi. In the experiments of Khaikin and co
workers, [1, 2J it has been established that in weak mag
netic fields, when the MP waves are not excited, the 
observed photo-emf is thermomagnetic. On the other 
hand when weakly damped MP waves are excited in Bi, 
the photo-emf oscillates and reverses sign. The mech
anism of the photo-emf sign reversal was not deter
mined in [1, 2J. It was assumed in [3,4J that this effect is 
connected with the generation of the UHF Hall emf 
(the "lightelectric emf"). 

We consider the case in which the temperatures of 
the electrons and phonons are identical at each point 
(in the other extreme case, when only the electron tem
perature increases, the results are qualitatively the 
same). The heat flux density is equal to 

Wx = IIxyj y - x=dT I dx. 

Integrating (2) over the cross section at zero total 
transverse current we obtain 

I 

Ix [ s· ( x ) fJw'l x=[T(O)-T(lx)l=~ wx(O)+w.(lx)+ dx 1-2- - . 
2 0 I., dx_ 
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(2) 

(3 ) 

where 1)T = T = To, To is the temperature of the 
thermostat and Y is a constant. From (3) and (4) we 
find T( 0) = TUx); we substitute in (1) and get 

Here 

W a yX 

Ey=-----F. 
S 2x,x + v1x 

I 
x 

WIS = f dx U(x) 
o 

is the power absorbed in the sample per a unit surface 
area: 

F= Jdx( 1-2T) U(x) /S dxU(x). 
o x 0 

When the spatial dispersion is unimportant we have 
U(x) ex: I E(x)1 2, where E is the amplitude of the UHF 
field, which is proportional to 

E (x) 00 [ (N + 1) exp {ik (x - Ix)} + (N - 1) exp {ik (Ix - x)} ], 

k = NW/ c, and N is the complex index of refraction. 
From the very definition of F we can see that if the 
damping o'ler the thickness of the sample is strong 
(1) = (2k"r1 « lx), then F ~ 1 and the effect has the 
"usual" sign. 

For MP waves, N' »1 (of the order of 102and 
larger) and N"/N' ~ (2WTr1 « 1 (T is the relaxation 
time). With account of this, 

[ ( Ix) sin<p 1-cos<p ][Sh(lx/6)+sinrp ]-', 
F= t ~6 +-m-- 2 

T 'p' 1.16 'P 

where <p = 2N' wlx/ c, 

t(z)=~ ~shz- 2 chz-1 +2, 'chz + 1-2~ )]. 
z t' z N z 

We analyze the dependence of F on the magnetic 
field, bearing in mind that N' ex: H-\ and consequently, 
<p ex: H- 1 and also lx/a ~ <p/2WT. In the weakest mag
netic field in which MP waves begin to be excited, the 
quantities <p and lx/1) are large and F executes small 
and frequent oscillations (of period <lH ex: H 2) about 
F "" 1. With increasing field and decreasing <p, the 
damping over the thickness of the sample becomes 
small (lx « 0) and then 

(""-) =~ [~(!-=)2 +~""-] =~[~ (---.!)2 +~~] 
f 0 3 4 6 N' 6 6 8 w't N' w't 
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This means that the average value of F, about which the 
oscillations take place, decreases, while the swing of 
the oscillations of F increases, since it is proportional 
to cp-1. In a magnetic field such that cp-l > f(CP/2wT), 
the function F at the minima takes on negative values. 
Finally, in an even stronger magnetic field, when 
f( cp / 2WT) < (~2)CP 2, the very mean value about which 
the oscillations take place becomes negative and equal 
to _(~2)cp2. However, in the oscillation region 
(cp > 21T 0) the amplitude of the oscillations is larger 
than the mean value, so that the function F also takes 
on positive values. The smallest value F "'" 0.4 is ob
tained at cp "'" 1T. As cp - 0, the function F - O. 

With decrease in the thickness of the sample, the 
amplitude of the oscillations and the absolute value of 
the negati ve emf attained should increase (for the same 
range of magnetic field) because of the decrease in cp. 

The described picture of the variation of the photo
thermomagnetic emf with the magnetic field and with 
the sample thickness is in excellent agreement with that 
observed experimentally. (1) This provides a basis for 
supposing that the photoemf observed experimentally(1,2) 
in the region of excitation of weakly damped waves is a 
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photothermomagnetic emf, just as in weak magnetic 
fields, when these waves are not excited. 

A similar phenomenon of oscillations and sign re
versal of the emf should also take place for the photo
galvanomagnetic effect, if it is excited by monochro
matic weakly-damped waves. It should be emphasized 
that the considered interference oscillations of the 
photo-emf differ from the well-known interference os
cillations of optical transmission and reflection in that 
they are accompanied by a reversal of the sign of the 
effect. 
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